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Presidents Annual Report
On behalf of the Board of Directors, we are very
pleased to present the 2014 Annual Report to
members of the Nova Scotia Physiotherapy
Association (NSPA).
In August, the NSPA welcomed its new Executive
Director, Morah MacEachern. Morah brings
experience in non-profit management,
government relations and communications. A
special thanks goes out to members who
assisted in the screening and hiring process.

Alison McDonald,
President

In 2014, NSPA continued to experience membership
growth. Our student engagement activities continue to
pay off with 100% membership in 2014.
2014 began with developing an implementation plan for
the NSPA Strategic Plan. The new plan follows the same
timeline as the strategic plan of the Canadian
Physiotherapy Association (CPA), 2014-2018. The NSPA
Board of Directors is pleased to include the an update on
initiatives as they relate the four strategic priorities:
member recruitment, engagement and retention; public
awareness; government relations and advocacy;
education and research support.
In this report you will find highlights from NSPA’s
Committees, Sections and Districts. The activities outlined
in these reports reflect the work of dozens of volunteers
who spend significant personal time dedicated to
advancing Association goals on behalf of all members and
the profession at large. We thank them warmly for their
commitment.
Thank you to each and every member for your support.
We welcome your feedback on any of the initiatives
outlined in this report, and your suggestions for future
priorities.
Respectfully submitted,

Alison M McDonald, BScPT
President

Morah MacEachern
Executive Director
Executive Director

MISSION
The mission of the NSPA is to advance the
profession of physiotherapy in order to
improve the health and wellness of Nova
Scotians.
Morah MacEachern
Executive Director

VISION
Physiotherapy is recognized as an
essential healthcare profession that
fosters evidence informed, clientcentered, collaborative care and
leads in the promotion,
improvement and maintenance of
mobility, physical fitness, health and
wellbeing of Nova Scotians.
VALUES
NSPA values embody the spirit of the
Association: Ethical, Respectful,
Collaborative, Accessible, Transparent,
Innovative, Accountable, and Pro-active.
OBJECTIVES
In the spirit of collaboration NSPA will
engage with a range of stakeholders
including; members, clients, consumers,
government, regulators, academia,
employers, professional and community
organizations to achieve its goals.

M. J. MacEachern
Morah MacEachern, MEd.
Executive Director
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Strategic Goal 1

Status

2014 Progress

Member recruitment, engagement and retention

-

NSPA membership (minus students)
2013 = N= 468
2014 N=506
Increase of 8%
Responded to Dalhousie School of Physiotherapy students‘ ALS Ice
Bucket Challenge and passed the challenge on
Student Lunch and Learns
Lunch and Learn - 1st and 2nd year PT students - Clinical Specialization in Physiotherapy - 80 students in attendance (February 2015)
Lunch and Learns - 1st and 2nd year PT students - Personal Financial
Planning (May 2014)
Presentation to Dalhousie University School of Physiotherapy 1st
„
year class on Your Professional Association - Why Belong?“
Student Lunch - September 2014; 80+ students in attendance
Student Wine and Cheese Reception - sponsored by NSPA and the
Atlantic branches of CPA - June 2014
Kristin Taylor
fessionalism and enthusiasm for the profession of physiotherapy
Sponsor - Dalhousie School of Physiotherapy year book
Catherine Crocker

-

Silver Sponsor - Dalhousie University School of Physiotherapy 50th
Anniversary
Full complement of directors throughout 2014
across the province as members
pists to re-activate the Cape Breton district
and North Central districts and Cape Breton

Goal Achieved

Goal not achieved

Goal in progress

-

Strategic Goal 2

Status

2014 Progress

Public Awareness

-

-

NSPA has 589 “likes“ on Facebook

-

Goal Achieved

Goal not achieved

Goal in progress

Strategic Goal 3

Status

2014 Progress

Government Relations and Advocacy

-

NSPA attended WCB Strategic Planning Session
NSPA participated in the Nova Scotia Community Collage PTA
Advisory Committee
Scotia Division to discuss common advocacy areas of focus
vocacy and Government Relations held at 2014 Semi-Annual Meeting

-

the province held in the Fall 2014

-

rapy (published)

Development of Project Scope for an RFP for consulting services to
create advocacy tools in development stage

to family physicians at the District Department of Family Practice‘s
Leo Glavine

Goal Achieved

Goal not achieved

Goal in progress

Strategic Goal 4

Status

2014 Progress

Educational and Research Support

Over 95 professional development opportunities for NSPA members

-

Falls Prevention and Urban Poling
Implications for Physiotherapist
members
Number of Board members involved in bringing Congress‘15 to

-

Not achieved as of yet

No applications received

-

professional development opportunities
members

In progress

Goal Achieved

Goal not achieved

Goal in progress

Awards Committee Annual Report
For the period of January to December 2014
The Committee is meeting 3-4 x annually, with email discussion in between; our task is to assist any
member that wishes to put forth a nomination for a national award, and to award the NSPA Awards.
Into their second year, the co-chairs, with guidance from the long standing awards committee
members, are continue to get their legs under them as the awards schedule cycles through another
year.
At the AGM 2014 the committee created and distributed CPA and NSPA awards information ‘tents’ at all of
the tables in the conference room as well as the dining hall to increase exposure of awards and past local
awards winners, to those in attendance, in hopes to increase submissions in upcoming years.
The website information for awards application, and names of new award winners, continues to be
updated. E-blasts were created and distributed to membership in 2014 and 2015.
A one-pager to send out to distribute to targeted members of the NSPA community to help
encourage submissions from members (versus members of the Awards Committee) and discussions
with groups about submissions, was created and was distributed.
The Awards committee has permanently changed the deadline for the New Grad Award to Nov 1, annually.
The New Grad Award for 2014 was awarded to Catherine Crocker.
NSPA Awards
Nancy Walker was awarded the NSPA Award of Excellence for 2014.
Kristin Steeves was awarded the NSPA Congress Bursary for Association Volunteers 2014.
CPA Awards
Gail Creaser received the CPA Mentorship Award 2014.
Sandy Rennie received the CPA Enid Graham Award 2014 (submitted by a board member)
One nomination for the Partnership was submitted by the CPA Awards Committee 2014 but it was
not successful.
For 2015 there has been one nomination submitted on behalf of the NSPA Awards Committee for the CPA
Life Member Award. The winner of the 2015 Award of Excellence and the Congress Bursary for Association
Volunteers will be announced at the 2015 AGM.
Committee Members:
Sharon Mailman (co-chair) | Tanya Dutton (co-chair)
Gail Wainwright
Andrea Marcantonio
Barbara Morrison
Carolyn King
Morah MacEachern | Executive Director
Submitted by Tanya Dutton and Sharon Mailman | Co-Chairs, Awards Committee
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Professional Development Committee Annual Report
For the period of January to December 2014
The Professional Development Committee is responsible for identifying, developing,
co-ordinating and promoting relevant educational opportunities for members of the Nova Scotia
Physiotherapy Association (NSPA). This includes liaising with the Canadian Physiotherapy
Association on matters related to professional development.
Committee Members:
Nancy Walker, Chair
Gail Creaser
Carolyn Judd
Alexis Lister
Alison McDonald
Agnes Madsen
Morah MacEachern, ED, ex officio
At last year’s AGM, the Professional Development Committee sponsored an afternoon session
focusing on Patient Engagement. We had a panel of speakers present information on the topic from
different perspectives. Our speakers included: Dan Purcell (PT Health) and Arielle Pahlke
(documentary filmmaker). This seemed to be well received.
NSPA continues with Web-‐based professional development topics for members. Urban Poling was
presented by Lisa Dykeman in the fall. We held a webinar on Diabetes Mellitus: Pharmacological
Management for Physiotherapists, with Jennifer MacPhee on March 5th. This year, these two
webinars were provided free to members as a benefit of membership. This method of delivering
short, affordable, relevant education which can be bought for individual sessions is hopefully an
efficient and cost effective way of keeping professionals informed on a variety of topics . Please feel
free to let us know topics which may be of interest to you.
There have been a number of courses put on in NS hosted by various groups which are well
received and attended, with NSPA advertising when appropriate. We have completed a survey for
the Professional Development National Task Force, assisted by Alison McDonald, who is a member
of that committee.
It has been decided that with the extra activity of Congress June 2015 and the School of
Physiotherapy’s Reunion Gala in the fall, that we will engage our time in assisting with these events
rather than try to compete for time by putting on more courses. We will be assisting the school with
their PD program that will complement the reunion activities. We hope that there will be several half
day courses that will be very cost effective and offer a broad variety of topics.
Submitted by Nancy Walker | Chair |PD Committee
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Public Relations Committee Annual Report
For the period of January to December 2014

Active Committee Members of the PR Committee included Mark MacKenzie (Chair), Daphne London,
Rob MacDonald, Shelly Malcom-Beazley, Jessica Roy, Catherine Crocker, Shelley Fleckenstein
The committee met 5 times in 2014. Our Strategic Plan was created in January and presented at the
AGM. Following the AGM, we were able to successfully launch our new public focused website
www.keepNSmoving.ca for a cost of ~$2500.This was created mostly by great work of the committee
members who provided patient success stories. The website has been visited by over 600 unique
users.
It was quiet during summer, as we had been focusing on the hiring of our new ED.
The committee voted to continue its sponsorship agreement with SportNS for another year
(~$5000). This sponsorship included multiple print ads in Sports Quarterly (Chronicle Herald insert
which reaches 160,000 Nova Scotians), SportNS website representation, two (2) complimentary
tickets to the Sport NS awards dinner and a complimentary entry in the 2014 Corporate games.
In May and October / November, 8 weeks of commercials (“The Climb” from OPA) ran on CTV across
the province at a cost of ~$14000. There was some talk with the PPD about cost sharing, but this has
not been worked out as of yet.
Canadian Radio advertising once again ran a public service announcement for Remembrance Day.
The committee does not have a copy of the radio ad. The cost was ~$2000 for running on one radio
station in HRM and one in Cape Breton over a 2 week period.
Our Social Media presence has increased over the past year. Our Facebook page has been updated
and posts are being viewed at record numbers, and now have 580 subscribed. Our Twitter account
remains active and is now linked to the Facebook page. We have a number of ideas about how to
make better use of social media for next year including a contest with small gift certificate prizes.
The winner of the Physiotherapy Month contest was Accel Physiotherapy, owned by Karen Decker.
This was announced in the November E-Blast.
The special project fund was not used this year. We also chose not to run any Metro Transit Ads yet,
but may do so in December pending the remaining budget.
We hope to increase our voice through written editorials by volunteers. We are always looking for
more people to get involved.
Submitted by Mark MacKenzie | Chair | PR Committee
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North Central District Annual Report
For the period of January to December 2014

The North Central District continues to meet 3-4 times a year. The last meeting was a town hall with
Allison MacDonald and Morah MacEachern, Executive Director. CPA activities were discussed as well
as the challenges of providing physiotherapy in a rural area, recruitment and promoting
physiotherapy in an environment with very lengthy wait times.
The North Central District continues to have a strong focus on providing local educational
opportunities. Two courses were held over the last year, a concussion seminar with Dr Kevin
Gordon, IWK and Beth Gillis, PT presenting and a Sahrmann review of the neck and upper extremity
with Dr Robert Stalker and Agnes Madsen, PT.
We plan to have a gait course this spring with Barbara Kelly and perhaps a full Sahrmann upper
extremity course in the fall.
The executive positions currently are:
President: Crystal Cameron | crystal.cameron@pcha.nshealth.ca
Past President: Jennifer MacIsaac
Secretary: Michelle Colton
Treasurer: Tracy Davison
Education: Eve MacDonald-Gill and Ainsley Mullin

Submitted by Crystal Cameron | President | North Central District
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Annapolis Valley District Annual Report
For the period of January to December 2014
The Annapolis Valley District held three general business meetings during 2013-2014. To
encourage all members to attend, meetings were held throughout the district.
In February Scott McCulloch (PT) spoke on behalf of the Seniors Rapid Assessment Services,
which is based out of the emergency department at Valley Regional Hospital (VRH). The team
consists of PT, OT, and SW. Scott spoke about how and when this service was established and
the role that it plays in the hospital and the community.
In June Kelly Ross, an OT from VRH who specializes in hand therapy was invited to speak. Kelly
presented on Dupuytren’s Disease: An Overview. She addressed the basics of Dupuytren’s, why
she enjoys treating the disease, the role that OT has post-op, new treatment techniques, and
how these patients can benefit from PT involvement.
The education committee was very busy this year. Three courses were organized and held at
VRH. In January and May Mike Sangster presented Graded Motor Imagery for Complex Pain, and
in April McKenzie Canada Institute Part A course was held. All three courses were very well
attended.
th

In October local physiotherapists presented at the 8 annual Tools For Life Conference, which is
a free information conference on health, education, careers, and assistive technology. The topic
of the presentation was “Walking a Fine Line: Maintaining your Balance and Independence”. This
interactive session focused on ways to keep your balance through the ages by exploring how
aging and illness can affect the ability to complete daily tasks, leisure activities, and overall
lifestyle. It provided education and tips on how to maintain and improve both your balance and
independence.
It was decided that the AVD would once again support the PFC Fund through a $500 donation,
and support Dalhousie University with another Professionalism Bursary of $500 for a graduating
student from Dalhousie University School of Physiotherapy. Two $250 education prizes were
awarded in February. Any AVD member who took a course during the past year was eligible for
the draw. AVD members were recognized for the continued support and contributions
throughout the year.
Activities underway for the upcoming 2014-2015 year include: participating in the 2014 Tools for
Life Conference; McKenzie Canada Institute Part B course in the fall; organizing another course
by Mike Sangster for the Fall 2015; strategic planning for NPM activities through-out the Valley;
and organizing speakers for our district meetings.
The current executive is President – Erinn Davidson; Secretary – Daphne London; Treasurer –
Agnes Madsen; Education Chair – Agnes Madsen; NPM Chair – Jeff Knowles
Thank you is extended to all AVD members for their continued dedication to the association and
the district. Your time and enthusiasm are greatly appreciated.
Submitted by Erinn Davidson | President | Annapilis Valley Disyrict
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Nova Scotia Section of the Private Practice
Division Annual Report
For the period of January to December 2014
Members of the Executive:
Joy Moore, Chair and liaison between NSPPD and NSPA
Dan Purcell, Past Chair
Robert Cameron, Secretary
Liz van Zutphen, Treasurer
Members at Large: Carolyn Judd, David Kachan, Rob MacDonald, Colette Morrison
Membership
NSPPD continued to investigate means to recruit new members for 2015
In April 2013 NSPPD entered into a contract with Redamon, an independent biomedical
engineering firm that is currently servicing member clinics at a reduced cost. This is continuing
to be promoted as a member benefit/affinity program for NSPPD members with just over 40
clinics taking part in the program since 2013. The program will continue into 2015.
The NSPPD executive met on January 17 ,2015 for a mini strategic planning session focused on
recruitment activities for 2015. Daryl Yardley Chair of the National PPD attended our session via
teleconference and plans are underway for a joint meeting at the CPA National Congress in June
2015
Education
Educational opportunities will be organized around our 2015 annual general meeting In March
2014 the NSPPD completed a member survey to explore what learning opportunities our
members are interested in. There was a low response rate ,however the primary areas of
interest were noted to be business skills development , HR issues and electronic charting.
At our annual general meeting on June 5 ,2014 Greg Cole from HR Pros presented a very
informative and well received session on the Nuts and Bolts of HR.
HR Pros currently holds monthly HR Webinars which are free to attend and open to all members
of our NSPPD
Further PD will held in June when delegates are in Halifax for Congress.
Political Action
The WCB Tier 1 contract was finalized and presented to all Private Practice Physiotherapists in
May 2014. Carolyn Judd represented the NSPPD on the negotiating committee and dedicated
many hours to the process.
Joy Moore and Dan Purcell will be representing the NSPPD for the Tier 2 and 3 contract
negotiations which have been delayed by WCB. Tier 2 and 3 contracts expired in Jan 2014
The implementation of mandatory WCB coverage also came into effect June 2014 despite our
efforts to stop this from moving forward.
Submitted by Joy Moore | Chair |NSPPD
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Orthopaedic Division Annual Report
For the period of January to December 2014
The present NSOS executive includes myself as chair, Jennifer Cantwell as treasurer, Anita Connors
as chair elect, Leigh Hepditch and Joline Boudreau as PODCRs and Chris Murphy as secretary. We
continue to run Orthopaedic Division and special interest courses September to May. In 2014
courses included LI prep course, LII and LIII quadrant courses, and special interest courses including
Mulligan Mobilization with Movement, and Mobilization of the Myofascial System with visiting chief
examiner Doreen Killens. So far in 2015 courses have included a LII and LIII upper quadrant courses.
We are looking forward to a Mobilization with Movement course in the spring, and of course
Congress!
As an executive we continue to update our website, communication systems, P&P and a private
YouTube channel and establish better relationships with other Atlantic Canadian orthopaedic
sections. Our recent trial of additional speakers per year, was not well attended so we have decided
to continue with two speakers per year, one at our SAGM and one at our AGM. Recent speakers
included Dr Derek Rutherford on An Application of Three Dimensional Motion Capture. Lastly, at our
spring AGM we will be recruiting new members.

Submitted by Alison Beaton, PT, MClSc, FCAMPT, Sport Diploma | NSOS Chair
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Nova Scotia Section of Sport Physiotherapy Canada
For the period of January to December 2014
Chairperson
Events
Education
Member Development
Communications & marketing
Secretary/Treasurer
Student Representatives

Julie Squarey
Meredith Waisman
Robyn Spencer
Amie Malcolm
Mitchell Squarey
David Evans
nd
st
Alex Barrett (2 yr) & Korede Akindoju (1 yr)

Contact Information

SPC-NS chairperson can always be reached for any questions, concerns or suggestions at the central
email for the NS division at:novascotia@sportphysio.ca.

News from National

A new national executive director was hired in the fall of 2013. Ashley Lewis has been working very
hard with the national board to bring about many changes and updates to the SPC. We are
expecting the launch of our new website early in 2015!

New Position

SPC has been working with the provincial sections in order to standardize its operations and
facilitate the development of working groups. In 2012, SPC-NS had elected to change the roles
within the committee to better reflect the new format at the national level. In 2013, we followed this
trend by electing to change our constitution to match the changes made at the national committee
level and have now introduced the roll of events coordinator. We are currently working on having a
presence at a number of sport events throughout the year.

Continuing education

Our education coordinator is working with national to create a schedule of courses that will happen
annually in Nova Scotia. These will include the Sport First Responder course every fall and a taping
and protective equipment course each spring to help those preparing for sport coverage and their
sport credential exams. We are also working to bring a concussion course and an exercise
prescription course to Nova Scotia on a regular basis.

Communications

We are proud to say SPC-NS has a twitter account (@SportPhysioNS). Upcoming courses and
important information are posted regularly. National is also revamping their website and has
tailored monthly e-blasts to be province/area specific. The new website is set to launch early in 2015.

Interaction with Students

SPC-NS has continued to foster better ties with students and offer opportunities for mentorship in
event coverage. A pizza lunch was is held during Sports Week at Dal every year with power point
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session regarding SPC, event coverage and the credential program. In 2015 we plan to add a Q&A
session to this lunch and learn.

Mentorship program

SPC-NS ran the mentorship program matching experienced physiotherapists with novice therapists
during the Hockey Nova Scotia (HNS) High Performance Program for the fifth time in 2014. Three
physiotherapists acted as mentors for the four trainers (physiotherapists, chiropractors and
students) associated with the teams; the program will run again in 2015 with 3 mentors and 4
trainers. This program was highlighted in the national SPC e-blasts. We plan to help other provinces
create similar programs and model it with other sport organizations in the province.
Submitted by Julie Squarey | Chair | Sports Division
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Treasurer's Report
NSPA 2014 Financial Statements
For the financial period ending December 31, 2014

In keeping with CPA’s financial requirements for components, the NSPA’s 2014 financial statements
were reviewed by BDO Canada in February 2015. While not an audit, the review included an
examination of bank statements, invoices, receipts, financial instruments, and reasonability testing
of the statements of income and expenditures. The reviewed financial statement appears on the
following pages.
Explanatory Notes
Balance Sheet

NSPA had assets of just over $165,476.00 at the end of 2014. This amount is up
$9,362 from the end of last year. Of this, $20,000 has been identified as a special fund
for strategic initiatives, $48,675 is deferred membership revenue receivable in 2014,
$25,000 is set aside as a sinking fund, and $62,754 is accumulated unrestricted
surplus.

Revenue

In 2014 approximately 78% NSPA’s revenue consisted of membership dues. The
second contributor to the Association’s revenue, at approximately 11%, was the
NSPPD. The Private Practice Division paid the NSPA in return for staffing and office
services, and joint public relations initiatives. Sponsorship and advertising made up
the remainder of revenue for 2014.

Expenses

Expenses are captured under five broad categories.
Banking, Insurance and Legal includes the Association’s Directors & Officers
liability coverage, as well as fees for the annual financial review and bank fees.
There were no legal expenses in 2014.
Meetings & Stakeholder Relations includes teleconference and other meeting
expenses, Town Halls, NSPA’s share of the Branch Presidents’ Forum cost-sharing,
expenses related to Congress and other CPA meeting attendance, AGM expenses,
and payments made to the Association’s two active Districts.
Member Recruitment & Retention includes support for student engagement
activities, NSPA’s awards program, administration fees paid to CPA for
membership processing, and expenditures incurred for hosting member
education and events other than the AGM.
Office & Staffing includes the Executive Director’s contract, office administration
and supplies expenses. It should be noted that in 2014 the NSPA was without an
Executive Director for two and a half months.
Public Relations and Marketing includes advertising and promotional expenses.

Net Surplus/Loss

NSPA had revenue/expense at end of year of $17,153. NSPA had an accumulated
unrestricted surplus, at end of year of $62,745.
The surplus is large but it can be attributed to being without an Executive Director for
two and a half months this year and of the previous year. A number of initiatives
16

have been put in place for 2015 to allocate funds from the accumulated surplus to
provide enhanced opportunities and services for members.
Investments

NSPA maintains an interest-bearing ING Business Savings account.

Special Funds

NSPA set aside $20,000 of its surplus funds in for Strategic Initiatives in future years.
None of the Strategic Initiative Fund was used in 2014. Therefore there was no need
to contribute additional funds to the Strategic Initiatives Fund at the end of the year.

Submitted by Catherine Crocker | NSPA Treasurer and Alison McDonald | NSPA President
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NSPA Volunteers
Thanks are extended to the Board, Committee, Section and District volunteers who contributed their
time and energies to bring value to NSPA members.

Board of Directors
Alison McDonald, President
Barbara Kelly, Secretary
Catherine Crocker, Treasurer
Mark MacKenzie
Tanya Dutton
Sharon Mailman

Nancy Walker
Joy Moore
Sue Ehler
Natalie D'Entremont - 2 year rep
Piaf Des Rosiers - 1year rep

Awards Committee
Tanya Dutton
Sharon Mailman
Carolyn King

Gail Wainwright
Barb Morrison
Andrea Marcantonio

Professional Development
Nancy Walker, Chair
Alison McDonald
Gail Creaser

Gail Wainwright
Barb Morrison
Andrea Marcantonio

Public Relations
Mark MacKenzie
Catherine Crocker
Daphne London

Rob MacDonald
Shelly Malcolm-Beazley
Jessica Roy

Annapolis Valley District
Erinn Davidson
Agnes Madsen

Jeff Knowles
Daphne London

North Central District
Crystal Cameron
Jennifer MacIsaac
Michelle Colton

Tracy Davison
Eve MacDonald-Gill
Ainsley Mullin
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Nova Scotia Sports Division
Julie Squarey
Meredith Waisman
Robyn Spencer
Amie Malcom

Mitchell Squarey
David Evans
Alex Barrett
Korede Akimdoju

Nova Scotia Private Practice Division
Joy Moore
Dan Purcell
Robert Cameron
Liz van Zutphen

Carolyn Judd
David Kachan
Rob MacDonald
Colette Morrison

Orthopaedic Division
Alison Beaton
Jennifer Cantwell
Anita Connors

Leigh Hepditch
Joline Boudreau
Chris Murphy
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facebook.com/NSPhysioAssoc

twitter.com/#!/NSPhysio

Nova Scotia Physiotherapy Association
PO Box 33013 Quinpool Center, Halifax, NS B3L 4T6
info@physiotherapyns.ca
902-223-0141
www.physiotherapyns.ca
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